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Why copyright matters to music?
×

Copyright was created for creators

×

Copyright is how music makes money

×

But, it’s not just about the money

×

Understanding copyright can help creativity and business

×

Understanding copyright can help avoid mistakes
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Quick copyright basics
×

Copyright is a type of intellectual property right

×

It protects original literary, artistic, dramatic, musical works

×

Original = skills, labour, effort / own intellectual creation / creative choices

×

Also protects sound recordings & film

×

It arises automatically (but need to register in some places for full benefit)

×

Only protects the expression of ideas – not just an idea

×

Fixed in permanent form (under UK Law)

×

Provides the exclusive right to copy, licence, lend, perform, communicate
your work to the public

×

Is a territorial right – differs between countries
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Copyright limitations
×

Time and scope

×

Does not protect ideas

EU Copyright exceptions
×

Quotation, criticism & review

×

Parody

×

News reporting, educational institutions, private study, libraries and
archiving

×

US Fair Use

×

Exhaustion of rights / first sale doctrine (for physical goods)
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Copyright in a song:
1. Musical composition or melody = musical work, initially be owned by
the creator, usually licenced or assigned to record label
2. Lyrics = literary work, initially be owned by the lyricist.
3. Master = sound recording, usually owned by the Producer (meaning
the person or company that made the arrangements, often the record
label, not always the music producer).
4. Album artwork = artistic work, initially be owned by the creator of
that work.
5. Performers rights in the performance of the song.
6. Music video = a film, owners would be the producer and the principal
director.
7. Moral rights can apply to lyrics, composition or melody, performance
and artwork, when they are used in the sound recording or film.
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Duration of copyright:
1. Musical composition or melody = 70 years after creators death

2. Lyrics = 70 years after creators death
3. Master = 70 years after publication, or 50 years after it was made if not
published.

4. Album artwork = 70 years after creators death
5. Performers rights = 50 years after the performance, or if it is fixed as a sound
recording, 70 years after the release, or if it is recorded but not as a sound
recording it lasts for 50 years from the publication of the recording

6. Music video = 70 years after the death of the last surviving creator alive.
7. Moral rights = in UK life of the copyright, in some countries foreveerrrr! (e.g.
France & Spain)
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Copyright Infringement
×

Primary, secondary, criminal infringement

×

Taking the whole, or a substantial part of, a copyright work –
without the benefit of a copyright exception

×

Substantial part = the original parts

×

Substantial = quality not quantity

×

UK courts: ‘The nature and extent of the copying; the quality and
importance of what has been taken; the degree of originality of
what has been taken or whether it is commonplace; and whether a
substantial part of the skill and labour contributed by the author in
creating the original has been appropriated.’
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Sampling
Taking a fragment of a song and using it to create
a new track & requires a licence
EU: Sampling does not fall under the copyright
exception for quotation. The case involved a 2
second rhythm sequence sampled from
Kraftwerk’s Metall auf Metall in the song Nur Mir
by Pelham and Haas (21 years of litigation for a 2
second sample!)
US: N.W.A. after their song 100 Miles and
Runnin' sampled a two-second guitar chord from
Funkadelic's track Get Off Your Ass and Jam.
Judge: ‘Get a license or do not sample.’
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Copying or taking inspiration?
×

×
×

×

Copyright protects only the expression of ideas, not the
ideas themselves. You can copy ideas. Not the
expression of the idea.
Taking inspiration from someone else’s work is allowed
but you need to create something original by using your
own originality.
Using another’s work is copyright infringement when
‘the work as a whole or any substantial part of it’ has
been copied.
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Blurred Lines
"Pharrell and I were in the studio and I told him
that one of my favorite songs of all time was
Marvin Gaye’s Got to Give It Up. I was like, Damn,
we should make something like that, something
with that groove.”
Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams’ 2013 ‘Blurred
Lines’ infringed the copyright in Marvin Gaye’s
1977 track ‘Got To Give It Up’. Gaye's family
awarded biggest copyright damages in music
history: US$7.3 million.
2018: verdict upheld, damages reduced to 5.3m
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Dark Horse v
Joyful Noise
× The crux of the alleged copy was a

descending minor mode 8 figure ostinato.

× Infringement found in the first instance
× Gray was awarded 22.5% of the profits =
$2.78 million in damages
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Stairway to
Heaven v Taurus
× 2020 US Circuit Court of Appeal
upheld the verdict that Led
Zeppelin's Stairway to Heaven did
not infringe the copyright of the
song Taurus
× Descending chromatic scales,
arpeggios or short sequence of three
notes = common musical elements.

× No infringement
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Impact of Zeppelin
on Katy Perry case
× Case appeal against the Dark Horse
decision came just 9 days after the
Stairway to Heaven
× Question of substantial similarity reconsidered.

× Test for similarity failed on the basis
that the individual elements of the
ostinato were not protectable by
copyright
× The previous decision for
infringement was overturned
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Copyright in the Music Industry Playlist
on Spotify & Apple Music
Book:
Copyright in the Music Industry: A Practical Guide to
Exploiting & Enforcing Rights (Edward Elgar, 2020)
Blog:
The impact of Zeppelin on Katy Perry's copyright
infringement case – overturned, The IPKat

Articles:
The Impact of Skidmore v Led Zeppelin on US Music
Copyright; Closing the Floodgates After Blurred Lines?
(2020) Entertainment Law Review
Skidmore v Zeppelin: Copyright infringement in music under
US law, Journal of Intellectual Property Law & Practice
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